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Summary
Creator: Hammial, Philip, 1937-
Title: Papers of Philip Hammial
Date range: 1981-1988
Reference number: MS 80
Extent: 5 cm (1 box)
Repository: Australian Defence Force Academy Library
Abstract: This small collection comprises a typescript draft and page proofs for Hammial's poetry collections *Squeeze* (1985) and *Pell mell* (1988), together with letters of Dane Thwaites and Angus & Robertson.

Scope and Content
This small collection comprises a typescript draft and page proofs for Hammial's poetry collections *Squeeze* (1985) and *Pell mell* (1988), together with letters of Dane Thwaites and Angus & Robertson.

Organization
The series arrangement of this collection has been imposed by Special Collections staff.

Biographical Note
Administrative Information

Access
The collection is available for research.

Restrictions on Use
No copying is permitted without the permission of the copyright owners.

Preferred Citation
[Manuscript Item], Papers of Philip Hammial, Australian Defence Force Academy Library, MS 80, Series [Number], Folder [Number].

Provenance
The collection was acquired from Philip Hammial in 1988.

Series List and Descriptions

Series 1 Letters, 1986-1988

This small series includes letters of Dane Thwaites concerning development and publication of *Pell mell* (1988), together with letters from Angus & Robertson concerning publication of *Travel*(1988).

Folder 1
Letters of Dane Thwaites and Angus & Robertson, 1986-1988

Series 2 Poetry

This small series includes a typescript draft and page proofs relating to Hammial's poetry collections *Squeeze* (1985) and *Pell mell*(1988). Correspondence concerning *Pell mell* is included in Series 1.

2.1 *Squeeze* (1985)

This subseries comprises page proofs for the poetry collection, which was published by Island Press in Sydney, 1985.

Folder 1
Annotated page proofs, 1981-1984
2.2 *Pell mell* (1988)

This subseries comprises a typescript draft of the poetry collection, which was published by Black Lightning Press in Wentworth Falls, New South Wales, 1988.

Folder 1
Annotated typescript draft, 1985-1986
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